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In 2020–2021, the health crisis and pandemic
called into question our lifestyle and work
habits. Isolation, social distancing, an inability
to get out and about and the cancellation of
international events underscored the role
of virtual spaces in facilitating exchanges,
connections and the organisation of
professional networking platforms.
However, the consideration given by the
institutions that launched Belgium is Design
after ten years of activity is not only a
valiant response to the aftermath of the
coronavirus. The decision to give up on
exhibiting items for a change and instead
favour the production of an “intangible”
medium signals a more profound change of
attitude. This project involves communicating
aspects of design that are often imperceptible
in the context of exhibitions, when the
time devoted to understanding an object
is very limited and often disrupted by
the voracity that characterises successive
visits to trade fairs and design weeks.
The object becomes. is the name of the
film that Belgium is Design previewed
at Milan Design Week 2021 which is
currently touring several festivals and
design weeks around the world.
Stemming from the meeting between
Giovanna Massoni, a curator, and Alexandre
Humbert, a designer and director, this film
narrates the story of Belgium design at a
historic time and a decisive moment for
its role in society. Filmed across Belgium
between February and April of 2021, the
film has become the most appropriate way
to illustrate the new language of Belgian
design and showcase the approaches,
ideas, contexts, collaborations and
actions involved in creating an object.
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Alexandre Humbert has developed a unique
methodology that involves analysing, breaking
down and questioning the way in which
objects are depicted, at a time when screens
are constantly getting more advanced. As
a result, he is intrigued by the emotional
relationships that exist between all of the
objects around us and their place in the world.
He writes and creates cinematographic objects.
A cinematographic object is a film or
installation that links the practice of design
with the practice of film-making, encouraging
the breaking down of barriers between
these two disciplines, which have much
more in common that one might expect.
This does not concern the object as a
supporting player in a film, such as the remote
control in a film by Michael Haneke, the
bedside table in a film by Andreï Tarkovski,
the folding bed in a film by Stanley Kubrick,
or the scales in a film by Bruno Dumont. A
cinematographic object starts with an object
and draws a narrative thread from it that is
specific to the story, at the time and place
where the filming occurs – it is the lead
actor. Thus, the film becomes a material in
its own right, which the designer/film-maker
models, sizes and structures to establish
stories, framing and formats that are directly
dictated by the objects themselves.
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THE OBJECT BECOMES.
THE MOVIE
Teaser
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ALEXANDRE HUMBERT
P R O D U C T I O N C U R AT O R

G I O VA N N A M A S S O N I
ORIGINAL MUSIC

ARNAUD PUJOL
F I L M D U R AT I O N

30 MINUTES

A benevolent collection of good practices
aimed at circularity, recycling, the
regeneration of resources and new
organisational and production models
underscores the main feature of design:
its ability to bring together a series of
intentions and approaches in a single
object (in a broad sense), which calls into
play different thought processes and a
variety of sectors. Belgium is opening this
channel of communication as an example.
The film is a true excursion into the rich
and varied landscape of design in Belgium
and much more than a mere medium. This
piece is not a documentary celebrating
good design as a solution, but a tribute
to experimenting with what is possible, to
prospective questions and to the importance
of context (spatial, social, environmental,
financial and cultural) as a key value of design.
The object (the design), which is taken as a
starting point here, has a variable, changing
identity. More importantly, though, the object
is an integral part of an ecosystem that makes
it both alive and vulnerable. The object is
a free, agile artefact. It shifts between the
past and the future, the public domain and
the private, the tangible and the intangible.
It no longer belongs to the designer or the
industry because, by its very nature, it is
a public entity: created by individual and
collective experience, it passes from one
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THE OBJECT BECOMES.
THE MOVIE

person to the next, adapting and renewing
itself. The piece is (once again) open, as
Umberto Eco hoped. (Opera aperta, 1962)
The objects become pretexts to determine
suitable filming locations for the narrative.
In this case, nine objects, designed by
nine Belgian designers and companies,
impose the contexts in which the film
takes place. These nine stories come
together to achieve a singular sense of time
and space, thus establishing a singular
voice that is common to them all.
Water, fire, air, trees, machines, waste,
materials, people – but only their hands –
among other tools. Rural and urban centres,
factories and natural spaces, hospitals and
greenhouses, workshops and labs. Rain
and sun. Day and night. Interior scenes
and outdoor excursions. All of this comes
together in a harmonious ensemble.
Over 30 minutes, visual sequences, music,
sounds and words (extracts from the
interviews that will be published on the
website) intertwine, bringing to life an everchanging vision that talks of responsible
design, beauty and the common good.
The stories are not separate, but form a
dialogue with each other. The narrative
thread highlights the intersection between
these words, practices, tools and contexts.
This is a film that celebrates the universality
of objects, “that is, their nature, which
consists of their ability to enter into,
and be traversed by, anything else.”
(Emanuele Coccia, La vie des plantes).
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Excavated earth recovered from work sites
is made into construction materials, clay
coatings for finishing walls, and compressed
blocks of earth for walls, furnishings,
ovens and more (BC MATERIALS).
Low tech high-impact and accessible frugal
innovation, in collaboration with, and
for, healthcare institutions. Thanks to the
techniques of the medical fablab, designers
and healthcare professionals create adaptable
systems that facilitate work, management
and patient relations (D4E1 / MAKERHEALTH).
Woodworking, a physical endeavour that
complements artisan techniques, to reveal
the essence of nature in the heart of the
High Fens forests (KASPAR HAMACHER).
Scraps of nature, luminescent shades,
algorithms and alchemy embroider textile
surfaces, transforming them into curative
experiences (GENEVIÈVE LEVIVIER).

O N E S T O RY,
NINE PRACTICES.

An open, modular construction system that
encourages the circular flow of materials
and facilitates recycling and repair, a
physical platform and a digital database that
facilitates the co-creation and adaptation
of elements and items intended for local
production – there are accessible to
everyone (OS_STUDIO / OPENSTRUCTURES).
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Orienting design towards reduced water
consumption, promoting the use of
environmentally friendly materials and
local production: these are the values
of a responsible industry (RVB).
The recycling of glass used in electrical
and electronic equipment; research that
comes to life and appears as an evolving,
mutable and highly aesthetic item.
Design is a part of every step: action and
prospecting, collecting waste, writing and
documentation, installation in the space and
the production of items made from recycled
glass (STUDIO PLASTIQUE / COMMON SANDS).
Portrait items that are able to carve
out narrative and emotional spaces,
encouraging empathy. A stationary chair
expands and takes us somewhere else
(ROEL VANDEBEEK / OBJET PORTRAIT).
The designer does not have a fixed workplace,
but moves, connects, facilitates collaborations,
supports and assembles human and natural
resources. This is the story of a bio-based
material that is made available to the
community of designers and companies who
will create a new generation of circular items
together (SEP VERBOOM – LIVABLE / ONTKETEN).
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Alexandre Humbert (1989, FR) is a designer
and director, who creates and constructs
cinematographic items. A graduate of
ESAD in Reims (FR) in 2011 and the Design
Academy Eindhoven (NL) in 2013, he
subsequently collaborated with various
design studios and cultural institutes to
stage items through film. His understanding
of the design process leads him to explore
the intimate connection between People
and Objects through installations, fiction,
documentaries and experimental films.
He splits his time between Paris and
Amsterdam and has presented his work
internationally. His work is also part of the
collections at the Design Museum Gent (BE),
the Musée des Arts Décoratifs Paris (FR)
and MUDAM Luxembourg (LU). In addition
to his work, he teaches film-making at
ENSCI Les Ateliers and the Design Academy
Eindhoven and discusses this subject in
several schools of design throughout Europe.
MAJOR WORKS

ALEXANDRE
HUMBERT

White Sheep Black Dream, 28 minutes, 2013
Object Interview, 19 films, 1 minute, 2017–2019
The Unchosen, film, 11 minutes, 2018
The Door, film installation, 8 minutes, 2018
Sleeping Beauties, film, 6 minutes, 2019
Les Impatients, film, 10 minutes, 2020

www.alexandrehumbert.com
ig: @studio_alexandrehumbert
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Giovanna Massoni (born in Milan and a
resident of Brussels) is an independent
curator and consultant who works in
the field of design and plastic arts.
She is constantly on the look-out for
collaborative methods and innovative forms
that can enhance and convey the cultural and
social value of design as best as possible.
She is a resolute supporter of this practice
and its ability to foster openness, networking
and interdisciplinary collaboration, which,
today, are essential for the creation of a
new ecosystem of values and objects.
She has been collaborating with Belgian
federal institutions to organise, convey and
curate exhibitions during Milan Design Week
since 2006, under the banner of Belgium
is Design. She was a guest curator at the
Biennale Internationale Design de SaintÉtienne (FR) in 2006, 2008 and 2015. As part
of Milan Design Week 2008, she collaborated
with the DesignSingapore Council. She was a
consultant for the EESC (European Economic
and Social Committee) in 2009 and 2011 for
the first and second edition of the sustainable
design award. She has been the artistic
director for RECIPROCITY, the International
Design Triennial for social innovation in
Liège (BE) since 2012. In 2020, she acted
as curator for the Maison POC Économie
Circulaire, as part of metropolitan Lille’s
2020 tenure as World Design Capital (FR).
Since 2007, she has been invited to serve on
design juries and participate in international
conferences. The most recent include: Eco
Solidarity – Wanted Design/ICFF inn 2021,
New York (US); Helsinki Design Week in
2018 (FI); Design Canberra – Special guest
in 2016 (AU). She has been collaborating
with ENSCI Les Ateliers in Paris and ENSAV
La Cambre in Brussels for the past year,
providing educational support for students.

www.designstreams.net
ig: @giovanna_massoni
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DESIGNERS
AND BRANDS

B C M AT E R I A L S
www.bcmaterials.org

D4E1
www.designforeveryone.howest.be
K AS PA R H A M AC H E R
www.kasparhamacher.be

GENEVIÈVE LEVIVIER
www.apluszdesign.eu
OPENSTRUCTURES
www.openstructures.family

RVB®
www.rvb.be
SEP VERBOOM
www.livable.world

STUDIO PLASTIQUE
www.studioplastique.be
R O E L VA N D E B E E K
www.itsaroel.com
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BC MATERIALS was founded by Ken De Cooman, Laurens
Bekemans, Nicolas Coeckelberghs & Wes Degreef, in October
2018. The start up transforms excavated earth (officially a
“waste”) into clay plasters, compressed earth blocks & rammed
earth. These are beautiful and perfectly circular building
materials that can be produced in a C02-neutral way.
BC MATERIALS produces circular building materials,
based on excavated earth, to reduce waste and the
negative impact of the building sector in extraction,
production, transport and end-of-life.
Not only the materials have a much lower ecological
footprint, but they improve the health of inhabitants and
users, by better acoustics, humidity regulation and air
quality. They can be a 100% reused an infinity time.
The team is versatile and often changes roles: from
manufacturers, architects, builders and designers to
consultants, researchers and materials experts. Their
mission ranges from co-construction of clay walls and
bars, development of clay plasters, improvement of
building blocks, to coaching architects, contractors and
students, with a constant focus on impact and beauty to
push the construction sector towards a cleaner path.

www.bcmaterials.org
ig: @bcmaterials_org
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Year of creation:
2019 - 2020
Designers:
Ken De Cooman,
Nicolas
Coeckelberghs,
Bregt
Hoppenbrouwers,
Victoria Caubet,
Julia Renones,
Anton Maertens,
Jasper Van der
Linden,
Pepe Soler

1 - Brusseleir - clay
plaster - (25 kg,
333 kg), 1 ton. To
be applied in many
myriad shapes
and forms.

2 - Briquette compressed earth block
9cm (±3mm) x 29,5 cm
(±1mm) x 14cm (±1mm)
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3 - Kastar -rammed
earth - (333 kg, 1 ton):
to be applied and
rammed structurally
as walls and floors or
they can be used to
create furniture pieces.
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D4E1 - DESIGN FOR (EVERY) ONE is a micro living lab at
University College of West-Flanders (Howest). The
lab conducts practical research on how stakeholders in
healthcare can become active creators of care solutions
through open design. The research group consists is an
interdisciplinary team of industrial and digital product
designers, occupational therapists, web developers, makers.
The MAKERHEALTH project facilitates employee-driven
innovations by for healthcare professionals and it focuses
on “low tech high impact” projects. The objective is to
make meaningful and needed innovation accessible.
The main players in the project are medical fab labs
in healthcare organizations and design agencies.
By example, the call remote is an omnipresent object in
many hospitals and daycare centers. The main problem is its
accessibility poorly resolved by placing the remote control
in the patient bed. This causes several problems such as
unintentional or incorrect use, fractures by falling, damage to
the touch screen, etc. The remote falls out of the bed or settles
to the bottom of the bed when a patient urgently needs it.
The nurse call remote holder is simple but effective
add-on onto the hospital bed. It ensures a secure and
adaptive connection to the bed. The design results in quick
installation, easy maintenance and good hygiene.

designforeveryone.
howest.be
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Nurse call remote
holder, 2021
Co-design team:
Kim Jolie,
Hospital (gent)
Maria Middelares,
Pilipili Design Studio
Materials:
PCPBT & TPU
Dimensions:
4 x 4 cm
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Taking nature as his basis, KASPAR HAMACHER,
Eupen, (B) is focused resolutely on physical rather than
conceptual design. As he says himself, he feels more
craftsman than designer. The things he can do with
wood appeal to the imagination. Whether it is a tree
stump or a piece of leather, the key is authenticity in
every step of his design process. Hamacher’s working
method always results in a unique, personal piece.
A piece of design with a deeper meaning; with a soul.
In the film Kaspar Hamacher presents his work
on burnt wood spheres.
“The sphere is an object without a precise function.
Its function is to make us think, to arouse an emotion.
You can put a drink on it, maybe you can sit down,
or you can roll it around, but it’s not about function,
it is rather a strong feeling that it conveys.”

www.kasparhamacher.be
ig: @atelierkasparhamacher
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Burned and cut
sphere, 2021
Materials: Douglas
wood burned,
waxed, oiled.
Dimensions:
2 x 75cm x 37cm
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Through an alchemical work mixing sustainable fibers and
organic materials, painting, handmade and digital processes,
evidence by her laboratory-like studio, GENEVIÈVE LEVIVIER
imagines translucent tapestries and luminescent panels
echoing the aesthetics of nature in its wild and poetic
aspect. After 10 years of creating original textiles, with
her studio A+ZDESIGN®, for the most renowned fashion
houses, Geneviève dedicates herself to the creation of
site-specific installations and contemplative pieces in
harmony with the surrounding architecture and nature.
By entering this cocoon at the border of art and experimental
design, Secret Garden proposes an experience of reconnection
to ourselves and to nature, a privileged moment of dream
and calm. This new creation demonstrates, once again,
GENEVIÈVE LEVIVIER’s ability to metamorphose materials
and surprise our senses. Mixing several innovative
processes, Secret Garden evolves during 24 hours
according to the changes of light and confuses the tracks
of the perception with a personalized interpretation of
the luminescence. One remains amazed like a child...

www.apluszdesign.eu

ig: @geneviève.levivier
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Secret Garden,
wellness
teepee, 2021
Materials: Jute,
PLA, Natural
flowers, Pigments,
Eco-friendly
polymer, wood.
Dimensions:
Height: 160cm,
diameter: 130cm
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OS_STUDIO is a Brussels based design studio with a clear
political agenda. Run by Thomas Lommée & Christiane
Högner it is the major driving force behind OpenStructures,
the open modular design system. Next to their activities
as designers & researchers, Högner is teaching at
Kask, School of Arts in Gent, while Lommée is leading
a Bachelor Studio at Design Academy Eindhoven.
OPENSTRUCTURES is a methodology for modular &
collaborative design. Its design principles form the basis
for an almost complete circular economy. By encrypting
future changes directly into the DNA of new developments,
OS facilitates re-use and avoids waste of resources. It
generates parts that are widely interchangeable, objects
that can infinitely be adapted and repaired and a flexible
environment that responds dynamically to changing needs.
OPENSTRUCTURES combines the advantages of modularity with
the benefits of diversity. Many different authors, designers
and producers, can make use of its online database, hereby
enriching it with their own contributions and adding variety.
Next to products and furniture, OPENSTRUCTURES lends
itsself for all creations that integrate time and welcome play.

www.openstructures.family
ig: @openstructures
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Since 1935, RVB ® creates, designs and manufactures
high-quality faucets to meet the highest expectations
and needs regarding bathrooms and kitchens. RVB ®
continues to manufacture in its Brussels workshops with
high quality standards and respect for the environment.
In the movie RVB ® presents the Joe collection.
Inspired by urban and industrial curves, the Joe collection
is best described as an element of design that plays with all
senses, surprising with an unusual sensation when controlling
the water flow. The progressive system with simultaneous
growth of flow and heat offers adjustment in one continuous
movement. Unmatched functionality and ease of use.
Its industrial and urban design, underlined by the slogan
“form follows function”, is a reminder of the current ecological
challenges. Therefore, RVB ® uses solid brass, a noble
material that can be recycled indefinitely, guaranteeing
its products: quality, robustness and durability.

www.rvb.be
ig: @rvb.be

yt: rvb
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Joe collection, 2021
Designer: Co.Studio
Materials: Brass
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SEP VERBOOM is both designer and social entrepreneur,
less concerned with the objectification of the result
than with the context in which it takes place.
Via the Livable® platform, Verboom brings together partners
as diverse as the geography of the territories in which
they are located: from the Peruvian Amazon to Indonesia,
local governments, commercial companies or NGOs.
Within the ONTketen project (UNchain), a transdisciplinary
team - the start-up Cleantech Circular Matters, the design
platform Livable and the social economy company Pro
Natura - are joining forces to tackle social issues such
as scarcity of raw materials, climate change or social
inequalities. By combining natural waste streams with
a biopolymer to form a circular material, ONTketen
stimulates shorter chains and reduces CO2 emissions.
In collaboration with several production partners and
designers, the team is looking for ways to convert this
material into a product at fair market value. Crossfertilization is at the heart of all phases of this collective
research. With this inclusive process, the ONTketen project
wants to initiate a different kind of economy, in which
financial, ecological and social goals go hand in hand.

www.livable.world

ig: @livable_platform
ig: @livable_world
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(c) Aaron Lapeirre
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Theresa Bastek and Archibald Godts founded STUDIO
PLASTIQUE in 2017 in Brussels after graduating from
Design Academy Eindhoven. Their work combines
imaginative scenarios and critical reflections with in-depth
investigations of complex material supply chains and
technological infrastructures, thus pushing the boundaries
of what design aims to achieve. STUDIO PLASTIQUE builds
up networks of collaboration around significant themes
for contemporary society, strategically positioning
the role of the designer in an evolving landscape of
industry, culture, and human experience. (T.Shafrir)
In the film Studio Plastique presents the project Common
Sands. Common Sands vases are made from glass
components of discarded household appliances.
Currently the re-use of waste-glass from electric and
electronic equipment (WEEE) is challenging. Inconsistent
properties render this glass undesirable for a glass industry.
Melting stages and glass compositions are exploited in
the structure and texture of the glass. The objects are
marked by laser to indicate origin, location and date of
transformation of the resource in order to establish an
informed relationship between resource, product and user.

www.studioplastique.be

ig: @studioplastique
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Common Sands Vases
(Série Homeware),
2020-21
Materials: Glass
from discarded
E-Waste
Dimensions:
12x12x20cm
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ROEL VANDEBEEK is an all-round designer who is active in
various fields. His designs always start from the identity
of the context. They are original, surprising products,
objects and installations with a touch of humor. Is it art,
is it design, it doesn’t matter, it’s a Roel. He also works
with architects on interior projects and public spaces.
An object that takes up space and becomes space, that is
the intention of the installation presented in the film. This
is accompanied by a certain calm and thoughtfulness that
is also transferred to the watcher, placed like a true director
who steers, asks questions and takes the lead. This chair
subtly dominates the room from the skirting boards.

www.itsaroel.be
www.objetportrait.com

ig: @itsaroel
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Chamber Chair,
installation, 2015
Materials:
Wood, Maple
Dimensions: WxHxD
7 m x 80 cm x 45 cm
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belgiumisdesign.be
info@belgiumisdesign.be
ig: @belgiumisdesign

flandersdc.be
Christian Oosterlinck
christian.oosterlinck@flandersdc.be

BELGIUM IS DESIGN is a common label that
unites the actions of the following regional
organizations: Flanders DC, MAD – Home of
Creators and Wallonie-Bruxelles Design Mode
(WBDM). This joined-up approach has been
active since 2011, stimulating and developing
initiatives to showcase Belgium’s designers,
manufacturers and producers in foreign markets.

FLANDERS DISTRICT OF CREATIVITY, stimulates
the Flemish creative industries to turn its
skills into business by supporting, promoting
and connecting them. Flanders DC works
for the whole of the creative sector, with
special focus on design, fashion and gaming.
Flanders DC is the single point of contact
for entrepreneurs in the creative industries.
After the merger with Design Flanders
and Flanders Fashion Institute, it is ideally
placed to serve the entire sector’s needs.
As an independent non-profit organisation,
it acts as the “front office” of the
government agency Flanders Innovation
& Entrepreneurship, actively supporting
creative entrepreneurs who want to build
or grow their business. More Return on
Creativity is what Flanders DC is after.
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mad.brussels
Dieter Van Den Storm
dieter.vandenstorm@mad.brussels

wbdm.be
Giorgia Morero
giorgia.morero@wbdm.be

MAD – Brussels Fashion and Design Platform
is a platform for expertise in the fashion and
design sectors. It is a unique shop window
in which the values of Brussels fashion and
design are showcased. Looking towards the
future and with innovation at its heart, its
mission is to promote (young) entrepreneurs.
Both inside and outside Brussels, the
Centre encourages new initiatives and
supports those passionate about fashion
and design in order to strengthen their
development and growth in these fields.
MAD main partner for international
activities is HUB.BRUSSELS, the Brussels
Business Support Agency.

WALLONIE-BRUXELLES DESIGN MODE
Belgian creativity in the design sector and
promoting dynamic young businesses that
will be the key figures of the future: that is
the mission of WBDM, the public agency for
the promotion of design and fashion which
seeks to improve the international visibility
of designers from Wallonia and Brussels.
Since 2006, WBDM has given its support
to these creative industries, mainly
achieved through collective stands at
international trade fairs, exhibitions,
B2B events, and meetings with the press
and other international opinion makers.
Through these activities and close
supervision, WBDM continues to witness
the flourishing of business in this sector.
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OFFICIAL
SELECTIONS

Milan Design Film Festival
(MDFF)
23 October 2021

M I L L E N I U M F E ST I VA L
BRUXELLES

2022
ARCHITECTURE
A N D F I L M F E ST I VA L
VA N C O V E R

Architecture and Design Film Festival
(ADFF)
Vancouver
10-13 November 2021
Washington DC
6-9 January 2022
Millenium Festival
Brussels
5-12 May 2022

2021
DESIGN FILM
F E ST I VA L
MILAN

2021

GRAPHISME

Kidnap Your Designer

